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ABSTRACT
Load balancing is an optimizat ion technique. In the simplest load-balancing mechanis ms, the load balancer listens to a network
port for service requests. When a request from a client or service requester arrives, the load balancer uses a scheduling
algorith m to assign where the request is sent. It can be used to increase utilization and throughput, lower latency, reduce
response time, and avoid system overload.In this paper, we are going to imp lement GA and PSO meta-heuristic techniques and
we will evaluate makespan for both of these algorithms .
Keywords:- Cloud Computing, Load Balancing, Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a dynamic economic environment, your company’s
survival may depend on your ability to focus on core business
and adapt quickly. Cloud Co mputing is everywhere. Cloud
computing is co mpletely internet-based technology which
incorporates the concept of parallel and distributed co mputing
to provide shared resources, which includes hardware,
software and information to computers or other devices on
demand. Cloud computing works on pay-as-per-usage
technique in which user can use as many resources for which
he has paid.

Fig. 1 A cloud is used in network diagrams to depict the
Internet
The cloud icon represents “all that other stuff” that
makes the network work. It’s kind of like “etc.” for the rest of
the solution map[1]. It also typically means an area of the
diagram or solution that is someone else’s concern. Cloud
computing promises to cut operational and capital costs and,
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more importantly, let IT depart ments focus on strategic
projects instead of keeping the datacenter running.
In this paper, we look at cloud computing fro m three
perspectives: the strategy from both the customer and the
provider’s point of view, business and economic
considerations, and the technical underpinnings. We also
examine how co mpanies are using the cloud to control IT
expenditures as they prepare to move to a service-centric
world[3].
Many players make up the world of cloud computing:
✓ The vendors providing applications and enabling
technology, infrastructure, hardware, and integration
✓ The partners of these vendors that are creating cloud
services offerings and providing support services to customers
✓ The business leaders themselves who are either using or
evaluating various types of cloud computing offerings
The cloud in cloud computing provides the means
through which everything — fro m co mputing power to
computing in frastructure, applications, business processes to
personal collaboration — can be delivered to you as a service
wherever and whenever you need. Cloud computing is offered
in different forms[3]:
✓ Public clouds
✓ Private clouds
✓ Hybrid clouds, which combine both public and private
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In general the cloud — similar to its namesake of the
cumulus type — is flu id and can easily expand and contract.
This elasticity means that users can request additional
resources on demand and just as easily deprovision (or release)
those resources when they’re no longer needed. This elasticity
is one of the main reasons individual, business and IT users
are moving to the cloud

II.

LOAD BALANCING

One characteristic of cloud co mputing is virtualized
network access to a service. No matter where you access the
service, you are directed to the available resources. The
technology used to distribute service requests to resources is
referred to as load balancing. Load balancing can be
implemented in hardware, as is the case with F5's Big IP
servers, or in
software, such as the Apache
mod_pro xy_balancer extension, the Pound load balancer and
reverse pro xy software, and the Squid pro xy and cache
daemon.
The objective of a load balancing is to distribute the
incoming requests onto a set of physical mach ines, each
hosting a replica of an application, so that the load on the
mach ines is equally distributed [4]. The load balancing
algorith m executes on a physical mach ine that interfaces with
the clients. This physical mach ine, also called the front-end
node, receives the incoming requests and distributes these
requests to different physical machines for further execution.
This set of physical machines is responsible for serving the
incoming requests and are known as the back-end nodes.
Typically, the algorith m executing on the front-end node is
agnostic to the nature of the request. This means that the frontend node is neither aware of the type of client from which the
request originates nor aware of the category (e.g., browsing,
selling, pay ment, etc.) to wh ich the request belongs to. This
category of load balancing algorithms is known as class agnostic. There is a second category of load balancing
algorith ms that is known as class -aware. W ith class-aware
load balancing and requests distribution, the front-end node
must additionally inspect the type of client making the request
and/or the type of service requested before deciding which
back-end node should service the request. Inspecting a request
to find out the class or category of a request is difficult
because the client must first establish a connection with a
node (front-end node) that is not responsible for servicing the
request. Figure 16.5 shows the general taxonomy of different
load balancing algorithms.
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Fig. 2 General taxonomy of load-balancing algorithms
A session ticket is created by the load balancer so
that subsequent related traffic fro m the client that is part of
that session can be properly routed to the same resource.
Without this session record or persistence, a load balancer
would not be able to correctly failover a request from one
resource to another. Persistence can be enforced using session
data stored in a database and replicated across multiple load
balancers. Other methods can use the client's browser to store
a client-side cookie or through the use of a rewrite engine that
modifies the URL. Of all these methods, a session cookie
stored on the client has the least amount of overhead for a load
balancer because it allo ws the load balancer an independent
selection of resources.
The more sophisticated load balancers are workload
managers. They determine the current utilization of the
resources in their pool, the response time, the work queue
length, connection latency and capacity, and other factors in
order to assign tasks to each resource. Among the features you
find in load balancers are polling resources for their health,
the ability to bring standby servers online (priority activation),
workload weighting based on a resource's capacity
(asymmetric loading), HTTP traffic co mpression, TCP offload
and buffering, security and authentication, and packet shaping
using content filtering and priority queuing.
An Application Delivery Controller (A DC) is a
combination load balancer and application server that is a
server placed between a firewall or router and a server farm
providing Web services. An Application Delivery Controller
is assigned a virtual IP address (VIP) that it maps to a pool of
servers based on application specific criteria. An A DC is a
combination network and application layer device. You also
may co me across ADCs referred to as a content switch,
multilayer switch, or Web switch.
In a cloud environ ment, executing applicat ion
requests on underlying grid resources consists of two key
steps. The first, which we call VM Provisioning, consists of
creating VM instances to host each application request,
matching the specific characteristics and requirements of the
request. The second step is mapping and schedulin g these
requests onto distributed physical resources (Resource
Provisioning). Most virtualized data centers currently provide
a set of general-purpose VM classes with generic resource
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configurations, which quickly become insufficient to support
the highly varied and interleaved wo rkloads. Furthermore,
clients can easily under- or overestimate their needs because
of a lack o f understanding of application requirements due to
application co mplexity and/or uncertainty, and this often
results in over-provisioning due to a tendency to be
conservative.
The decentralized clustering approach specifically
addresses the distributed nature of enterprise grids and clouds.
The approach builds on a decentralized messaging and data
analysis infrastructure that provides monitoring and densitybased clustering capabilities. By clustering workload requests
across data center job queues, the characterization of different
resource classes can be accomplished to provide autonomic
VM provisioning. This approach has several advantag es,
including the capability of analy zing jobs across a dynamic set
of distributed queues, the nondependency on a priori
knowledge of the number of clustering classes, and the
amen ity for online application and timely adaptation to
changing workloads and resources. Furthermore, the robust
nature of the approach allows it to handle changes
(jo ins/leaves) in the job queue servers as well as their failures
while maximizing the quality and efficiency of the clustering.
Load balancing is an optimization technique; it can
be used to increase utilization and throughput, lower latency,
reduce response time, and avoid system overload. The
following network resources can be load balanced:
• Network interfaces and services such as DNS, FTP,
and HTTP
• Connections through intelligent switches
• Processing through computer system assignment
• Storage resources
• Access to application instances
Without load balancing, cloud computing would very
difficult to manage. Load balancing provides the necessary
redundancy to make an intrinsically unreliable system reliable
through managed redirection. Load balancing is early always
a feature of server farms and computer clusters and for high
availability applications.
A load-balancing system can use different mechanisms to
assign service direction. In the simp lest load-balancing
mechanis ms, the load balancer listens to a network port for
service requests. When a request from a client or service
requester arrives, the load balancer uses a scheduling
algorith m to assign where the request is sent. Typical
scheduling algorith ms in use today are round robin and
weighted round robin, fastest response time, least connections
and weighted least connections, and custom assignments
based on other factors.
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III.

META-HEURISTIC ALGORITHM

All paragraphs must be indented. All paragraphs must be
justified, i.e. both left-justified and right-justified.
A. Genetic Algorithm
The most popular technique in evolutionary co mputation
research has been the genetic algorithm. In the trad itional
genetic algorithm, the representation used is a fixed-length bit
string. Each position in the string is assumed to represent a
particular feature of an individual, and the value stored in that
position represents how that feature is expressed in the
solution. Usually, the string is “evaluated as a collection of
structural features of a solution that have litt le or no
interactions”. The analogy may be drawn directly to genes in
biological organis ms[7]. Each gene represents an entity that is
structurally independent of other genes . The main
reproduction operator used is bit-string crossover, in which
two strings are used as parents and new individuals are formed
by swapping a sub-sequence between the two strings (see Fig.
3). Another popular operator is bit-flipping mutation, in which
a single bit in the string is flipped to form a new offspring
string

Fig. 3 Bit-string crossover of parents a & b to form offspring c
&d
(see Fig. 4). A variety of other operators have also been
developed, but are used less frequently (e.g., inversion, in
which a subsequence in the bit string is reversed). A primary
distinction that may be made between the various operators is
whether or not they introduce any new informat ion into the
population. Crossover, for example, does not while mutation
does. All operators are also constrained to manipulate the
string in a manner consistent with the structural interpretation
of genes. For example, two genes at the same location on two
strings may be swapped between parents, but not combined
based on their values. Tradit ionally, ind ividuals are selected to
be parents probabilistically based upon their fitness values,
and the offspring that are created replace the parents. For
example, if N parents are selected, then N offspring are
generated which replace the parents in the next generation.
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Fig. 4 Bit-flipping mutation of parent a to form offspring b
The Genetic algorith m process is discussed through the GA
cycle in figure 5.

Fig. 5 Gentic Algorithm cycle
The flowchart showing the proces s of GA is as
shown in Fig.6.

Before implementing GA, it is important to
understand few guidelines for designing a general search
algorith m i.e. a g lobal optimizat ion algorith m based on the
properties of the fitness landscape and the most common
optimization method types:
1. determinis m: A purely deterministic search may have an
extremely high variance in solution quality because it may
soon get stuck in worst case situations from wh ich it is
incapable to escape because of its determin ism. This can be
avoided, but it is a well-known fact that the observation of the
worst-case situation is not guaranteed to be possible in general.
2. non-determinis m: A stochastic search method usually does
not suffer fro m the above potential worst case ”wolf t rap”
phenomenon. It is therefore likely that a search method should
be stochastic, but it may well contain a substantial portion of
determinis m, however. In principle it is enough to have as
much non-determinis m as to be able to avoid the worst-case
wolf traps.
3. local determinis m: A purely stochastic method is usually
quite slow. It is therefore reasonable to do as much as possible
efficient determin istic predictions of the most promising
directions of (local) proceedings. This is called local h ill
climbing or greedy search according to the obvious strategies.
B. Particle Swarm Optimization

Fig. 6 Flowchart of Genetic Algorithm
Reproduction is the process by which the genetic
material in two or more parent is combined to obtain one or
more o ffspring. In fitness evaluation step, the individual’s
quality is assessed. Mutation is performed to one individual to
produce a new version of it where some of the orig inal genetic
material has been randomly changed. Selection process helps
to decide which indiv iduals are to be used for reproduction
and mutation in order to produce new search points.
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PSO refers to a relatively new family of algorith ms that may
be used to find optimal (or sub-optimal) solution to numerical
and qualitative problems. PSO was first introduced by Russell
E berhart and James Kennedy in 1995 and used for optimizing
of continuous non-linear functions. It is also related to
evolutionary computation and has ties to both GA and
evolutionary programming.
The basic idea behind PSO is that it keeps track of global
best and self best. PSO uses a population of particles that fly
over the fitness landscape in search of an optimal solution.
The particles are controlled by forces that encourage each
particle to fly back both towards the best point sampled by it
and towards the swarms best point while its mo mentum tries
to keep it mov ing in its current direct ion. The basic PSO
includes three steps:
i) Generating a particle’s position and velocity
ii) Velocity update
iii) Position update
As we already know that each particle remembers its own best
position (pBest) it has encountered by them while all particles
know about the overall best position (gBest) which has been
found by all particles of the Swarm. PSO exp lores global
optimal solution through explo iting the particles memo ry and
the swarm’s memory PSO can become one of the most
important Swarm Intelligence (SI) techniques because of its
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properties of low constraints on the continuity of objective
function and joint of search space. Moreover, its ability of
adapting to dynamic environ ment makes it different and a
special method of SI. When compared to GA, PSO has no
evolution operators such as crossover and mutation . This is
expected to move the swarm toward the best solutions [8].

Virtual Machines are 5. Also, makespan is evaluated based on
no. of attempts. Fo llo wing figures depict the results, generated
with the help of CloudSim simulator.

.
Fig. 7 Comparing Makespan of GA & PSO for different no. of
VM
In above figure, the parameter makespan of GA and PSO
are evaluated for fixed number of tasks, but different number
of virtual machines. This result shows that in this scenario,
PSO is showing better results.
The figure, given belo w, shows the comparison made on
the basis of number of attempts.
Fig. 7 Particle Swarm Optimization
Following is the template for PSO:
Random initialization of the whole swarm
Repeat
Evaluate f (xi)
For all particles i
Update velocities by Eq. (1)
Move to the new position by Eq. (2)
If f (xi) < f (pbi) Then pbi = xi
If f (xi) < f (gb) Then gb = xi
EndFor
Until stopping criteria
Output: Best solution found.

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, to analy ze and co mpare the two meta-heuristic
approaches-Genetic Algorithm and
Part icle
Swarm
Optimization, CloudSim tool is used. We have used various
data centers and virtual mach ines. The performance can be
evaluated on the basis of various parameters: scalability,
performance, resource utilization, fault tolerance, associative
overhead, but in our research, we have calculated Makespan
for both of these algotihms, in which no. of tasks are 100 and
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Fig. 8 Comparing Makes span of GA & PSO for various
attempts
In above figure, again parameter makespan is evaluated on
same nu mber of tasks, i.e. equal to 100 and same nu mber of
Virtual Machines i.e., equal to 5. Here, Also, makespan of
PSO is lesser than that of GA fo r this scenario wh ich means,
PSO is performing better than GA.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we evaluated the makespan of GA and PSO
based on number of tasks and number of virtual machines.
The results are shown above, which depicts that PSO is
performing better when the number of tasks are fixed and
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number of virtual machines are increased. Also, results are
evaluated for the number of attempts, in wh ich tasks and
virtual mach ines are fixed. With these results, we can show
the random nature of
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